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Suzanne Smith

But for now let us just sit back, relax and return to those misty days of old when the
forests always seemed leafy and the glades were forever sunlit which was just as well
since the Kings were pretty flawed and the sheriffs weren't all that they should be
either. But at least there was a hero and chivalry was still alive. Thank you one and all
for helping to bring my dreams to life on this stage on more time.

I am proud to be the Patron of the Cayman Drama Society and would like to take this
opportunity of thanking all those involved in these productions including both front of
house and backstage volunteers who help to make the dreams of each performance a
reality. I wonder if you really know how much pleasure you give to us all including non
thespians like me?
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Linda Rayner
Chairman and Choreographer

I should like to extend a warm welcome to each and everyone of you to the Prospect
Playhouse Theatre. Many of us will take it for granted that this will be yet another
special performance by the Cayman Drama Society because that is what we have to
come to expect here. Whether it be drama, comedy, musical, dance or pantomime,
the excellence, excitement and professionalism thrill us production after production.
Yet how many of us ever stop to think of the hours of dedicated rehearsal that go into
making us laugh, cry, sing along, tap our feet or merely remain absorbed in the
performances?

Robin Hood will be a delightful show for the whole family to enjoy, so sit back and
ENJOY! Well done to everyone involved on stage and behind the scenes.

This is the first CDS production for me in the chairman's role and so I get the privilege
of writing something about the show. I am also the choreographer, surprise, surprise.
Well Colin has done an exceptional job as usual with a huge cast, loads of songs, an
array of costumes, lots of children and some great sets. I sometimes think he has more
energy than me and that is saying something.
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It gives me great pleasure to be staging "Robin Hood - The Musical". After the
wonderful success last year of "The Wizard of Oz" the question was what do I do for an
encore? Actually, it didn't take long to make the decision. I wanted something that
would appeal to the whole family, was well known and popular. Robin Hood obViously
came to mind.

The problem was that I wanted it to have music in a similar format to "Wizard of
Oz" and I wasn't aware of a musical version. I found plenty of Robin Hood English
Pantomimes and attempted at first to adapt some of those scripts. I found this very
difficult as, in my opinion, they were all dreadful! I then discovered Tim Kelly's "Robin
Hood - The Musical" but was not too happy with the script and wasn't 100% happy with
the music. 1 had in my posession the origInal motion picture script of "The Adventures
of Robin Hood" which starred Errol Flynn. This script was marvellous (it should be as it
won an Oscar!) and a thought crossed my mind that perhaps I could make use of some
of it in conjunction with Tim Kelly's play and this is what I did. A journalist/writer
friend of mine, Dody Denman, happened to be in Cayman (it's her favourite place for
a vacation) and I told her what I was doing. She was very enthusiastic about the idea
and offered her help which I gladly accepted. I sent her my script and she spent a
considerable amount of time in editing and remodelling it into the version you will
see tonight. Many thanks Dody.

The music was also a problem. What help make "Wizard" a success was that the
songs and music were so well known. From early childhood we were all singing at
least some of them. With "Robin Hood - The Musical" not one was known. I remember
a CDS member telling me that if I was going to do a musical version of Robin Hood it
had to have The Bryan Adams song "Everything I Do I Do For You" (from the recent
Kevin Costner Robin Hood movie). I agreed and then I remembered that the popular
(originally disbanded but now reformed) 1970's folk group Steeleye Span had
performed an album of 13th /14th century May Day Games folk tunes featuring the hits
"All Around My Hat" and "Hard Times of Old England". After tracking down the album
imagine my glee when I found "Gamble Gold and Robin Hood", "Black Jack Davy" and
"Wife of Usher's Well" also included. All songs featuring Robin Hood and members of
his band of outlaws. Now I really was excited. Using these, and some of the songs
from the original version of "Robin Hood - The Musical", I now had a show. But there
was no solo song for Maid Marion and this, I felt, was a must, and one evening
listening to an album of Sarah Brightman's "Love Changes Everything" (from "Aspects
of Love") came on. It was perfect.



I then handed all the music to my friend Chuck Quappe and asked him if he would
re-arrange them it and be my musical director. Surprisingly he agreed and was able
to get assistance from his dear wife, Barrie, who not only helped the cast with their
singing but directed the show whilst I was away. But for her recent injury, Barrie
would definately have been in the cast. So Robin Hood was now ready to go.

My choreographer is, of course, the very talented Linda Rayner, who was involved
in the planning of this show almost from inception. She took all my ideas, shook her
head but came up with dances that we could all do (I exclude myself however!) and
portrayed my vision and much more. When 1 didn't like something - there was no
argument - it stayed how she wanted it! No that's not true - just a joke. One dance
she changed just three weeks before we were due to go on because I didn't think it
was working. Thank you darling.

Violetta Kanarek has designed all the costumes, cut them out, sewn and worried
over them after saying "Never Again" after her fantastic job on "Wizard of Oz" that
nearly sent her into a mental institution. This one was certainly a challenge. Thanks
a mil. Violetta. What shall we do next?

Others to thank include, Peter Pasold, Peter Phillips, Peter Webster and David
Godfrey for the set building and Penny Phillips and Roxanne McCutepeon for the
backdrops. Angela Riddle and Jennifer Ahearn for stage-managing and everybody else
that works unceasingly behind the scenes in make-up, props, sound, lighting, follow
spot, bar, front of house, etc.

It would also be remiss if I didn't mention my hard working producer, Angel Borden,
who took so many administrative worries from me. She is a treasure, And finally my
wife, Joan, who never saw me for months (she said she really didn't mind that! !??)
and Liz Isles (the nasty Lady Merle) for being a shoulder to cry on and being in charge
of things when I was absent. A round of applause for all.

Sit back then and enjoy the fun, laughter, suspense and romance of
"Robin Hood - The Musical",

COLIN WILSON

_.~----- .......~
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Based on research largely from J.c. Holt's book "Robin Hood"

Robin Hood Much conjecture. Was Robin Hood his real name or a nickname? Most
historians agree he did in fact live and the agreed date is the first half of the 13th
century. Was he a knight or a yeoman? No one is certain. What is interesting is that a
Robert Hood with his wife Matilda (yes - Matilda not Marion) figured in the court rolls
of the manor of Wakefield around that time and was driven into outlawry as a
contrariant. He also was distantly related to a Elizabeth Merle de Staynton (see Lady
Merle). Most of the legends surrounding Robin Hood are based on poems or ballads
and play fragments. The earliest bei ng (1450 manuscript) "Robin Hood and the Monk".
Other tales that came shortly after were "The Bold Pedlar (Gamble Gold) and Robin
Hood" (featured in our musical), "Robin Hood and the Potter", "Robin Hood his Death",
"Robin Hood and Guy of Gisbourne" and "Robin Hood and the Curtal Friar". Stories of
Robin Hood were current long before these surviving pieces.

Maid Marion Derived from the French pastoral play "Robin et Marion" composed
by Adam de la Halle. She was carried into English traditions by John Gower and
became the May Games Queen around 1450/1500 where Robin Hood was already the
King of the May, hence she became his partner. They never met in real life!

Lady Merle•..... The least known of the legend, due mainly to Hollywood almost
completely ignoring her (although she does turn up at the end of the film "Robin and
Marion"), but is very prominent in Tim Kelly's script and therefore our show. Her real
name is Elizabeth Merle de Staynton, a daughter of a family of lesser gentry (see
Robin Hood) than Robin's, tenants of the baronies of Tickhill and Pontefract and
became the treacherous prioress of Kirklees. She dabbled in magic and was known for
her healing powers as well as being able to change herself at will into a man! How did
Hollywood miss that? Elizabeth Merle is believed to be the "bold pedlar" and cousin of
Robin Hood, Gamble Gold, from the early manuscripts.

Sheriff of Nottingham Thought to be Eustace of Lowdham, who was sheriff of
Yorkshire in 1225/26 and became Sheriff of Nottinghamshire in 1232/33. He also had
to collect and account for the penalties imposed by Robert de Lexinton, who sat in
judgement on Robert Hood (see Robin Hood).



Friar Tuck...... He entered the legend after 1417 when the name was adopted by
Robert Stafford. No real identity has been suggested.

Will Scarlet. ..... also called Scad lock, Scarlock, Scatheloke. Appears in all the earliest
and latest tales of Robin Hood. Mostly as his right hand man. No real identity has been
suggested.

---:-~........t:ls ~

Ellen-A-Dale She first appeared in the 17th century in the story "Robin Hood and
Allan a' Dale" in which she was betrothed to be married to a rich old knight. Robin Hood
intervenes and restores her to her lover, Allan. Little John, attired as a bishop, reads
the bans and conducts the wedding ceremony! Ellen and Allan then sing a duet of
thanks to Robin and their love for each other. Makes you sob doesn't it?

Prince John Although always cast as the baddie it has since been proved that he
was probably the most humane nobleman of that time, especially when king. He
certainly was not in England at anytime when Richard was away as he was with his
mother, Eleanor, in France, protecting her from her many enemies. He obtained his bad
reputation from the clerical scribes who wrote up lies because he taxed the church to
raise money to fight his many battles. He was also unpopular with the barons and
nobles as he spent most of his reign in England (the first English monarch to do so)
which stopped most of their powers.

Little John The English believe him to be Reynold Greenleaf, an alias of Little
John where he appeared in the parliamentary return for Wiltshire. The mare popular
belief (and one ferociously adhered to by the Scots) is that he was the legendary
Scottish figure Black Jack Davy Liddle who spent his time seducing all the women and
with many a price on his head from the clan chiefs (obviously their women had been
"entertained" by Davy Liddle), escaped from Scotland to England where he joined Robin
Hood and became his friend and compatriate.

Sir Guy of Gisbourne The name from the mysterious story "Robin Hood and Guy of
Gisbourne" which tells of a down and out knight who the Sheriff of Nottingham employs
to disguise himself as a yeoman and befriend Robin Hood. When Robin is off guard Guy
tries to kill him. Although wounded, Robin fights off his attacker and eventually slays
him.
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King Richard ...... The Lionheart. Actually not such a nice person. He was a
homosexual who craved young boys. He did not leave his brother John (who he hated
because John was his mother's favourite son) in charge of England during his absence
when he went to the Crusades. William Longchamps, Bishop of Ely (Richard's
chancellor) had that honour. William was hated by everyone, including the barons,
because of his misgovernment. Poor John got the blame.

Queen Eleanor...... There is no record of Queen Eleanor ever laying one foot on
England's soil. For a long period she was a prisoner in her own castle in France and
was finally rescued by John!

Mutch ...... The Miller's son in one of the newer stories (17th century) of Robin Hood.
Also known as Midge.

Mother Meg The Wife of Usher's WelL In the early stories of Robin Hood the inn
the outlaws frequented was known as 'The Wife of Usher's Well". "The Wife" being the
innkeeper and an early manuscript has a picture of her as well dressed, stern and
almost regal looking. Not the typical jolly landlord. She was a legend because there
weren't any female innkeepers around that time. Ushers Well was a hamlet just
outside Sherwood Forest. The poem "The Wife of Usher's Well" (used in our musical)
was probably written around the 14th century. In the later stories "The Wife" was
replaced by "The Blue Boar Inn".

The Witch Witches were common place and every village had one. Most were
harmless eccentric elderly women who generally enjoyed their notoriety.

The Forest.. .... Was it Sherwood (in Nottinghamshire) or Barnsdale (in Yorkshire)?
Barnsdale is the venue mentioned in the earty manuscripts but they also mention the
Sheriff of Nottingham and a "royal forest". The Sheriff of Nottingham had no
jurisdiction in Barnsdale. Barnsdale was never a royal forest but Sherwood is. Hence
the confusion. Nothing is simple is it?

Robin Hood - The MusicaL ..... Our story is the popular one and therefore has only a
grain of truth in it. It is, therefore, not a history lesson.

COLIN WILSON



SALOME Renee Novak

PAMELA Valerie Cottier

DICKON MALBETE Jonathan Isles

Timothy Isles
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Jamie McDowall
(in some performances played by Timothy Isles)

BALDWIN

KASPAR

WITCH Kate Bowring

ELLEN-A-DALE Vanessa Hansen

SQUIRE WILL OF GAMWELL (WILL SCARLET) Pat Steward

SIR GUY OF GIS BOURNE Tony Rowlands

SIR ROBERT, EARL OF HUNTINGDON (ROBIN HOOD) Andrew Honey

HIGH SHERIFF OF NOTTINGHAM Peter Riley

HERALD John Godfrey

PRINCE JOHN Martin Tedd

LADY MARION FITZWALTER (MAID MARION) Cynthia Arie

LORD BISHOP OF HEREFORD (BISHOP OF THE BLACK CANONS) Roland Stacey

ELIZABETH-MERLE DE STAYNTON (LADY MERLE) Elizabeth Isles

MOTHER MEG Regina Oliver



Yancey Madison, Rick Glass, Catherine Anderson,
Claire Anderson, Natalie Ross, Caroline Ross, Brittany Borden,

Christal Borden, Danielle Borden, Meg Fisher- Wells,
Kjira Fisher-Wells, Annika Hewitt, Philip Neale,

Jessica McDowall, Voshia Wright, Dalaica Wright, Sue Day,
Fiona Moseley, Jennifer Moseley, Lianne McDonald, Zosia Lee,

Julia Watling, Elvis Watling, Holly Watling

BLACK JACK DAVY LIDDLE (LITTLE JOHN)

Rick Glass

Teri Quappe

Tom Watling

Roger Carne

Rick Glass

John Godfrey

Marlene Riley

Valerie Cottier

Karl Nwssonen

Yancey Madison

Angelica Borden

Timothy Isles, Jonathan Isles, John Godfrey

Lydia Watling
(In some performances played by Yancey Madison)

UNDERSTUDY TO EVERYBODY

THREE SONS

SPANISH LADY

QUEEN ELEANOR

CHORUS

SALLY

FRIAR TUCK

LEAD DANCER

ANNABEL

KING RICHARD

BETH

EDWARD

MUTCH (THE MILLER'S SON)



CITN CAYMAN 27, Caymanian Compass, Phillips Electrical Ltd., our
volunteeer bar staff, front of house staff and anybody else not mentioned by
name but have helped with this production.
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PRODUCER
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MUSICAL DIRECTOR
COSTUME DESIGN
ASST. DIRECTOR
STAGE MANAGER
ASST. STAGE MANAGER
SOUND TECHNICIAN
LIGHTING TECHNICIAN
FOLLOW SPOT
MAKE-UP
FIGHT CO-ORDINATOR
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SPECIAL EFFECTS
SET DESIGN
SET CONSTRUCTION

SET PAINTING

FRONT OF HOUSE
BAR MANAGER
PROGRAMME
BOX OFFICE
BACKSTAGE
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Marjorie Godfrey

Sue Horrocks, Rick Glass
Karen Dunbar, Peter Riley, Celene Rowlands

David Godfrey
Colin Wilson, Peter Phillips

Peter Pasold, Peter Phillips,
Peter Webster, David Godfrey

Penny Phillips, Colin Wilson, Marjorie Godfrey
Margaret Archambault, Roxanne McCutepeon

Peter Pasold
Peter Pasold

Colin Wilson, Media Works International Ltd.
Omeria Gordon, Phillips Electrical Ltd.

David Godfrey



Cynthia Arie John Godfrey Jonathan Isles Kate Bowring
(Maid Marion) (Herald/Mutch) (Dickon Malbete) (The Witch)

Andrew Honey Angelica Borden Karl Nyyssonen Jamie McDowall
(Robin Hood) (Beth) (Little John) (Kasper)



Peter Riley Regina Oliver Renee Novak Rick Glass
(High Sheriff) (Mother Meg) (Salome) (King Richard)

Roger Carne Teri Quappe Pat Steward Tim Isles Tony Rowlands
(Friar Tuck) (Annabel) (Will Scarlet) (Baldwin) (Sir Guy)
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Bali or a cruise ....
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May Day - Nottingham Castle Grounds

Corridor In Nottingham Castle

A Glade In Sherwood Forest

Corridor In Nottingham Castle

Robin's Camp In Sherwood Forest

International

ACT TWO
SCENE 1 County Fair - Nottingham Castle Grounds

SCENE Z Corridor In Nottingham Castle

SCENE 3 The Wife Of Usher's Well Tavern

SCENE 4 Corridor In Nottingham Castle

SCENE 5 Robin's Camp In Sherwood Forest

ACT ONE
SCENE 1

SCENE Z
SCENE 3

SCENE 4

SCENE 5

For the best in courteous and personalised service

p.945-4323
f.945-5038

Jack & Jill Building on Fort Street
Grand Pavilion Commercial Center
itravel@candw.ky



SCENE 3
"The Wife Of Usher's Well" (Ellen) Chorus, Mother Meg, Three Sons

SCENE 4
"Love Changes Everything" Maid Marion

SCENE 1
"Come To The Fair" Whole Company
"Dance With Me" (Ellen) Children's Chorus, Lady Merle, Robin Hood, Witch

SCENE 2
"Ev'ry Maiden Wants To Marry" Salome, Annabel, Maid Marion

Maid Marion, Children's Chorus
Whole Company

SCENE 5
"(Everything I Do) I Do For You" (Robin)
"Love Changes Everything" (REPRISE)

SCENE 3
"Black Jack Davy" (Ellen) Chorus, Spanish Lady, Little John

SCENE 5
"Gamble Gold And Robin Hood" (Ellen) Robin, Little John, Lady Merle,

Chorus, Beth, Salty

"We Lead A Merry Life" Robin, Maid Marion, Annabel, Outlaws, Chorus

ACT TWO

OVERTURE

PRE-CURTAIN
"Such A Clever Man"

OVERTURE

PRE-CURTAIN
"Hi, Ho, Robin Hood"

SCENE 1
"All Around My Hat" (Maid Marion) Whole Company

"Hard Times Of Old England" (Ellen) Chorus, Friar Tuck, Witch, Little John,
Mother Meg, Beth, Sally, Mutch, Will Scarlet,

Dickon, Baldwin, Pamela, Salome, Edward
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CYNTHIA ARIE (Maid Marion) Last seen on the Cayman stage as The Nice Witch of
the North and Glinda, the Super Witch of the South in CDS's "Wizard of Oz". Cynthia is a
well known face to Cayman's TV audience as she reads the news on CITN's New 17. This
an exciting role for her as she demonstrates her considerable acting skills with her
lovely singing voice.

ANDREW HONEY (Robin Hood) This is Andrew's second show for the CDS, having
debuted very briefly in the recent production of "EnTrance". Prior to coming to Cayman,
he was a member of several societies in England over a period of 20 years and has
enjoyed many principle roles, such as Billy Bigelow in "Carousel", Lancelot in "Camelot",
Danny in "Grease" and Riff in "West Side Story". Andrew is becoming very concerned
about the public demand for him to be seen in tights. He has adourned several pairs in a
multitude of colours and thicknesses in parts ranging from Petrucleo in "Kiss Me Kate" to
the transvestite Mary Sunshine in "Chicago". By day, Andrew lives in seclusion as an IT
Development Director at Maples and Calder.

VANESSA HANSEN (Ellen-A-Dale) In the short time Vanessa has been here she has
become a regular with the CDS. She first appeared in the lead role as the supposedly
"crazy" occupant of a wheelchair in the thriller "Cry In The Night", almost bared "ALL" in
the comedy "Key for Two" when she had to run home just before the performance
because she had forgotten an item of clothing and was the evil Countess in 'The Wizard
of Oz." The singing and slightly feisty outlaw she plays here demonstrates her immense
talent both as actor and singer. A regular on CITN's "Daybreak" and "News27"

ELIZABETH ISLES (Lady Merle) Elizabeth has been involved with theatre since
college. Before joining the CDS she lived in New York where she stage managed and
most recently played the the role of Antigone in an updated version of the classic which
she helped re-write. For the CDS she co-stage managed the Wizard of Oz, played Sonia
Berring in "It Couldn't Happen To Us", and been an all around theatre rat. The role of
Lady Merle, with all her evilness, has been called a stretch for Liz, or typecasting,
depending on who you ask.

PETER RILEY (High Sheriff of Nottingham) One of the "old" troupers of the CDS.
He seems to have been around for ever. Peter can play both straight and comedy parts
with ease and ha? been in so many CDS productions that there are too many to list or
remember. Last seen as the pompous lispy Keeper of the Green Gate in "Wizard of Oz".
Although playing here one of the well known "baddies", Peter is enjoying this role, as

~ this villain is also very funny,

~
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TONY ROWLANDS (Sir Guy of Gisbourne) Tony has made regular appearances on stage
for both the CDS and CNCF in "Rundown". He was last seen as the squeaky Tin Man in
"Wizard of Oz". Tony has recalled his archery lessons from "Camelot" for his part as the
evil Sir Guy of Gisbourne.

MARTIN TEDD (Prince John) Martin has been a regular player of "Royal Characters",
and is a little concerned about being type-cast! However he is enjoying playing this role
which is much more serious than usual, something to get his teeth into and gives him the
chance to have hair again,

KATE BOWRING (The Witch) Having injured herself at the dress rehearsal for
"EnTrance" and missing the first two weeks of performances, Kate is hoping for better
luck this time. Playing the Witch has given her the opportunity to show a side of her
personality rarely seen by others (except her husband after he comes home late from
happy hour!)

VALERIE COTTIER (Pamela, Spanish Lady) Valene has been involved in just about
every aspect of the theatre from the back of the pantomime horse to front of house and
everything in-between. Since her last appearance as a dancer in "EnTrance", Valerie has
been brushing up her french for this very funny role.

ROGER CARNE (Friar Tuck) Roger has been a member of CDS for about 12 years,
during which time he has performed a number of minor roles. He will probably be best
remembered as the Major in "Fawlty Towers", Sadly this is Roger's last role for the CDS as
he will be leaving these islands shortly to retire in England.

KARL NYYSSONEN (Little John) This is Karl's first role for the CDS and he was
somewhat surprised to learn that he had to play Little John with a Scottish accent,
especially as he had never heard of or knew how to say "och hi". He hopes the real Scots
don't tear him apart for destroyi ng thei r native tongue,

PAT STEWARD (Will Scarlet) After spending most of her acting career in the Chorus,
she played one of the silly sisters in "The Odd Couple". She told Colin she couldn't attend
the auditions for "Robin Hood" but wanted a role - any role! She was certainly surprised to
have to playa man! Attend auditions next time Pat.

------~ ....~.~



RICHARD GLASS (King Richard, Outlaw, Townsperson) This is Richard's debut for
the CDS and Cayman's stage but we all hope it won't be his last. He has been
understudy to Robin Hood and played the part in rehearsals nearly as many times as
Andrew. Whenever a member of cast was missing (male or female) Rick filled in. He
knows the lines of everybody in the cast and demonstrated this by playing their roles
without the aid of a script! He comes up to Colin before each rehearsal and asks
'Who do you want me to play tonight?" Richard has also choreographed many of the
fight scenes.

MARLENE RILEY (Queen Eleanor) The other half of the Peter team. Only seen
occasionally on stage) she is her husband's best supporter and worst critic. This is not
the first time, though, they have appeared together on stage. Marlene is a great
supporter and trouper of the CDS mainly from behind the scenes.

ROLAND STACEY (Bishop of the Black Canons) Roland's last portrayal for the CDS
was as The Suit in the recent drama "Good Grief" and as the sleazy drug dealer in "It
Couldn't Happen To Us". More at home in comedy, in our very last production
"Entrance" he was one of the two comedians in "EnTrance" , and his character "Mr.
Mussel" is now immortalised. However, he has now taken the role as the "pious" but
crooked Bishop and can't help inject some humour at the expense of Pamela.

REGINA OLIVER (Mother Meg) As luck would have it, after not being on stage
over 15 years, that having recently directed "Good Grief' which dealt with a grieving
widow bordering on alcoholism, that I should play the part of a tavern owner in
"Robin Hood". Just thank your lucky stars that I did not have to memorize as many
lines or have to sing solo.

JONATHAN ISLES (Dickon Malbete) Jonathan was recently part of the stagecrew
on "Wizard of Oz" ("What a great show") where he operated spotlight and also
performed the same duty on "EnTrance" ("Another great show"). The first time acting
was in the locally written play "It Couldn't Happen To Us". The bug has bit.

JOHN GODFREY (Mutch, Herald) John has appeared in a number of cameo roles
for the CDS and was last seen in "Camelot". He often works back-stage and was the
sounds-man on "EnTrance". This is his biggest role(s) to date.
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TIMOTHY ISLES (Baldwin, Kaspar) The third member of the Isles family in this
production and Timothy's debut on stage, He was a member of the backstage crew for
"Wizrd of Oz" and did sound for "It Couldn't Happen to Us".

JAMIE MCDOWALL (Kaspar) This is Jamie's first role for the CDS and as a student he
spent most of the time at rehearsals, when he wasn't on stage, buried in a book.

TERI QUAPPE (Annabel) Teri certainly takes after her father and mother, Chuck and
Barrie, in that she is multi-talented being a fine young actor and excellent singer and
dancer. It is her voice behind much of the recorded singing in the choruses, She was
last seen in "The Wizard of Oz" when she sang "Green Door."

LYDIA WATLING (Sofly) Lydia is certainly a performer to watch. Still only a young
girl, she shows a maturity that belies her years and we look forward to seeing her in
many more productions.

RENEE NOVAK (Salome) Renee's role as the silly daughter of the Sheriff is certainly
the one most people will laugh at. And that "horse-laugh" she gives won her this
coveted role at the audition.

TOM WATLING (Edward) The fourth of the Watling family in this production (Holly,
and Julia are in the Chorus) and the only difficulty Tom has found in the role of the
soldier, Edward, is catching the stag every night when it is thrown to him by the
Sheriff.

ANGELICA BORDEN (Beth) The Borden family is well represented in this production
(four of them plus this show's producer mum). Angelica is no stranger to the stage and
has had lead roles in many school productions and was in the chorus in "Wizard of Oz"
along with her three sisters.

YANCEY MADISON (Lead dancer, Salfy) This is Yancey's first time on stage for the
CDS and we hope she gets "'the bug". The "quiet lady" of the cast, she has surprised us
as to her dancing skills and her acting ability. I am sure you will agree with us that we
want to see her on stage a lot more often.

-----~~~e~
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We congratulate the Drama Society

on yet another successful production

and commend its contribution to the

performing arts in the Cayman Islands.

Enjoy the performance!

Neue
You've got the power

www.cuc-cayman.com
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